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4 SAGA STYLE IN SOME XINGS' SAGAS, AND 
EARLY MEDIEVAL LATIN NARRATIVE 

by Frederic Amory 

The paper under the above title offers one or two second thoughts on the polemical 

thesis of "the two cultures" (Latinate European and Norse-Icelandic) in its application 

to the learned and Latin elements in the style of the kings' sagas, Boke, devin, Sverris 

Saga, and Heimskringla. It is the general contention of the author that such influence 

as redieva) letin and clerical culture may have had on saga narrative and characteriza 

tion corresponds to a reciprocal influence of ON prose and poetry on Latin chronicles 
of Viking history in the early and high Middle Ages, 208+, Dudo of St. Quentin's Be 

f Horibus et Actis Primorum Normanniae Ducum and Saxo Grammaticus! gesta Janorum, Elements 

of "den folkelige stil” in Latin balance the elements of "den laerde stil" in Old Norse, 
| Thus one should not properly speak of influences of one culture on the other, out more 

exactly of a confluence of cultures, of their «tual interpenetration wherever northern 

Zuropeans and Vikines could settle down and live together for any length of time, as in 

Seandinavianized Normandy or, alternatively, in the Christianized regions of greater 

Scandinavia. The roviag Yorsemen plundering northern Surope were as much culture-bearers 

in this give-and-take process as the European missionaries to Scandinavia and Iceland, 

Historically-minded modern linguists and philologists, among whom I would name es- 

pecially Elizabeth Closs Traugott and Franz Blatt, have taught us that the literary de= 

velopement of the vernaculars in medieval Burepe is not to be measured solely as a re~ 

sponse to the prestige and inspiration of classical and medieval latin, but obeys an ins 

ner logic of its own which structures regularly every inrovation on them, linguistic and 

literary, and which may be called simply their grammar, irrespective of Latin, Only when 

Latin conspicuously succeeds in imposing on this logic do we hava true Latinisms in them 

The author has borne this idea in mind in his preliminary remarks on the linguistic and 
stylistic relationships between Latin and Old Norsa, to be found in the vernacular vrit- 

ings of Norweglan and Icelandic clerks conversant vith toth tongues, 

In the choice of medieval Latin texta for stylistic comparison with the kings! sagas, 
he has not attempted to combine style-study with source-study, primarily because the main 

latin sources of the kings' sagas--Theodric's Historia de Antiqnitate 2ezum Jorweziensium 
and the anonymous Historia ‘worwegiae—were not sources of their style. ts sources of their 

historical content, they have been sufficiently discussed vy Siegfried Beyschiag and Svend 

Bliehgj. He has chosen, rather, a more suitable book of tha episcopal history of Hamburg 

by Adam of Bremen, which, with the chromicles of Dudo and Saxo, will astablish the de- 

sired points of stylistic comparison. Adam's history in particular vas a seminal tert in 

the Bremen school of northern European historiography, to which the anonymous author of 
q ‘the Historia Norwegiae for one belonged.
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Sumennry tont. 

The points of stylistic comparison are these: 1) the prosimetra or prose and verse 

medleys in the chronicles of Dudo and Saxo, which are not imitative of late antique nod= 

els; 2) the long speeches illustrating "Danish eloquence" which Dudo puts into the nouths 

of his historical actors; 3) the stichomythia in the dialogues of his chronicle and Sazo's; 

4) the heroic poems and satiric riddles of Saxo; and 5) the syncrisis, or comparative charm 
acterization of two persons at once in the third book of Adam's history. 

Any and all of these points evoke counterpoints in Norse-Icelandic or common Germanic 

literature, but the author of this paper has dwelt in detail on the syncrisis in point 5 

since that figure of speech repeatsitself frequently in well-defined contexts of the kings! 
Sagas, where it enables us to observe how a Graeco-Latin atylisn which descended to the 

Middle Ages through the biographies of Sallust vas finally absorbed into the artistic con- 

struction of those sagas. It rejoins in them the iconism figure studied by Lars Lonnroth, 

and thus adds to the growing stock of classical figures of speech which, somewhat reluc- 

tantly, we have come to realize wea at the disposal of Old Norse writers as well es nedi- 

eval Latin stylists,
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SAGA STYLE IN SOME KINGS' SAGAS, AND 

EARLY MEDIEVAL LATIN NARRATIVE 

Frederic Amory 

Even if there were time enough and apace, it would be unwise of ne to expatiate too 

freely on any one aspect of the theme of “the two enltures" (the Latinate European vs. 

the Norse=Tcelsndic)-—a theme which has been repeatedly taken up in controversy, as by 

Lars Lönnroth in the sixties, but which has never, I believe, been fully sustained in one 

acceptance or another by the whole body of Scandinavianists.* For though we may agree 

that the latin clerical culture of the Middle Ages was midwife to the cirth of a vernac— 

f ular saga literature in Iceland, of several kinds, yet, in the words of Jakob Senedikis~ 

son, ‘the obvious fact of clerical influence has on the one hand tempted some scholars 

to draw too far-reaching conclusions from general considerations, often based upon rath= 

ar slender evidence," and "on the other hand, the very unlatin character of the classi~ 

cal Sage-literature of Iceland sas induced other scholars to minimize the foreign influ= 

ence, sometimes an ao less general zrounds.* 2 Between these Swo extremes of present-day 

scholarship-=-"nillim skers ok baru," as a Jorwegian cleric of the thirteenth century 

translated the Latin phrase “in nedio Charybdis et Seylise" Swe must steer a difficult 

course to the right understanding of the literary and linguistic confluence of Icelandic 

story-telling and postry and European medieval Latin narrative in the kings! sagas—the 

titular subject of this ‘paper. 

In linguistic terms this is to distinguish first of all between "den folkelige stil" 

and "den laerde stíl," after Marius aygaard*—-i.e., vetween the Old Norse language as it 

was spoken by the Norwegians and Icelanders of the Middle Ages and the literary aðapta- 

tion of the same by Norwegian and Icelandic monks and clerks to the language and style of 

the Latin models of hagiography and historical biography upon which the kings' sagas were 

composed, The distinction is not meant to ba invidious. As a vehicle for clerical learn 

ing, the vernacular still had a linguistic integrity of its own, despite the superficial 

Latinization of features of its inflection and syntax.” dence, in point of style, it is 

hardly possible to decide whether the alliterative pairing of words in learned prose, as 

. in the "Grýla" portion of Sverris Saga, was a clerical Latinism or a Norse-Icelandic po= 

| eticiam by origin, since in any case alliteration was so deeply ingrained in all tae jer 

wanic dialects that it may be considered integral to the North germanie.® Apart from are 

tificial Latinisms, the learned style of writing in she ciags' sagas was a natural eiab- 

oration on the popular style of speaking or telling stories in the vernacular, which was 

an oral style essentially only less long-winded and involuted than the written in its san- 

tence structure and modes of discourse. Zelying on the native resources of the vernacular, 

the monastic haglographer or the royal biographer might, without explicitly Letiniziag, 

approximate to the complex sentence structure of literary Latin and the architectonic
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fom of Latin literature in Christian haglography and Roman biography. Then the vernac- 

wlar writer vould likely produce in Old Norse those alliterative descriptions of leading 

percons, or the longer speeches delivered by them, which remind us distinctly of Latin 

models of eloquence, but which must be said to be, net imitations, rather, duplications 

of them in enother linguistic medium of expression. 

Bridently, the Latin reading of the clerical class in Iceland and Norway would not 

have prompted the more independent-minded members who wrote in the vernacular to adapt 

Old Norse to certain Latin turns of speech unless their native tongue were in fact easily 

conformable to these, and conceivably these alone. The range of latin expressions and 

atylísus which Old Norse could assimilate, and did, has not yet been canvassed by any 

means, but there were linguistic limits to what clerical stylists might do with the ver- 

f nacular. The periphrastic oddities of atyle in the PéstbraeSra Saga—o.g., the far- 

fetched conceit for Porgeirr's Shristian courage of heart, "hert af inum haesta höfuð- 

smið Í öllum hvatleik* Tsmera presumably easier to contrive, congenial as they vere to 

skaldic poets, than the balanced, antithetical Eunstprse of classical and medieval Lat~ 

. in, which was quite foreign to the over-all grdonnance of literary Norse. The perallelisn 

of alliterative phrases within sentences of Old Norse prose was not to be forced farther 

into antitheses between sentences, as in Ágrip: "...syrgði henn hana dauða, en landzlýðr 

-alle syrgði hann viltan...," or, "Seig hon svá Í Sske, en konungr steig til vitzko ok 

hugþi af heimsko, stýrði síþan ríki sfno ok styrkþi, gladdisk hann af pegnom sínen ok 

þegnar af honom, en fit af nvére tveggia." 8 These antithetical sentences are indeed 

exceptions to the habitual stylistic practice af clerical writers of Qld Norse, for all 

their love of latin, In comparison vith latin Kunstprosa, Old Norse prose remains unbal- 

anced and unperiodic—vwhat aristotle would have called eG tslpouevy „ a running style, 

merely additive of clausos, "shich has no end in itself, unless the subject matter comes 

to an end,” 9 In this unadorned style, however, subtleties were contained undreamt of in 

the philosophy of Aristotle. ' 

Of late there have appeared a few fine style-studies of facets of the suparimposition 

of Letin rhythm and rhetoric on learned and, literary Old Norse. I refer not only to the 

| initial publications of Lars Lönnreth on the Latinlike stylization of personal descrip- 

f tions in Narse-Icelandic medieval biography and historlograshy, but also to the papers. 

of Jakob Benediktsson on the cursus in the old Norwegian back of homilies and Icelandic sec~ 

ular Literature, and especially the unpublished Ph.D. thesis of Sverrir Tómasson on pro~ 

emial topoi in Icelandic and Norwegian historical writing of the Middle 4ges."" Lastly, 
Ernst Welter has reviewed for us, in a helpful orientation essay, the cultural history of 

letin literature in the Norse world up to the beginning of the thirteenth century.” 

My contribution, if any, to the discussion will be in the stylistic areas of bicgreph- 

teal characterization and historical narretion, in Sverris Saga and the kings’ sages 

| of Heimskrirgla, sn the one hand, and in the chronicles of Dudo of St. Quentin, Adam af 

|
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Bremen, and Sazo Grammaticus, on the other. It will be seen at once that I am not going 

to combine source-study with style-study. The specific Norwegian Latin sources of the 

kings' sagas--Theodric's Historia de Antionitate Regum Jorvagiensiumand the anonymous 

Historia Norveciae’’—have left many verbal inprints on the content of those sagas, ** 

but neither of them has really effected their prose style. 

Me one conscious stylism which Theodric knows, and a clumsy one it is, is the "philo- 

sophical” digression, which he admired in Paul the Deacon of Monte Cassino and other "an= 

ecient” chroniclers .?? Consequently, when Theodric's pilus Aeneas, the beatus Olavus, con- 

venes with his brother, Haraldr Sigurðarson, and other jarls at Upplönd, the chronicler 

bethinks himself that there were "giants in the earth" in those days, but instead of giv= 

ing us a proper description or characterization af the gathering, he strays into a di- 

í gression on the putative "natural" causes vhy his contemporaries "in these wretched days" 

should be so much shorter and slenderer than the race of Óláfr inn digri Haraldsson. 1 
The historical "explanation" would have been ag inacceptable in the kings’ sagas ‘aa the 

lack of any characterization, The anonymous author of the Historia Norwegiae--perhaps a 

foreign-born clerk writing in Norvay—is more straightforward in his histary, once he is 

pest the fragmentary, flowery preface to a friend”? and into the plainer narrative of e 

vents, which is of the topographical and biographical kind devised in the north by Adam 

of Bremen for Scandinavian historiography of the High Middle Ages. Then, at least, ex~ 

cept for an occasional flourish of phrases, he sticks to his subject ag a historian of 

the Bremen school should; but in his brief biographical sketches of the Norwegian kings 

he too has small room for characterization. As W. P. Ker once arid, "These two booka 

might be picked out of the Middle Ages on purpose to make a contrast of their style with 

the Icelandic saga.” 18 

For a stylistic comparison worth the making with the kings’ sagas, one must turn to 

Adam of Bremen himself, or to Saxo Grammaticus and Dude of St. Quentin, in the other, 

vhetorical school of northern European historiography. The searching characterization of 

Archbishop Adalbert by Adam, the poetic virtuosity of Saxo, or even the rhetorical speech- 

ifying of Dude will stand comparison with the satirical oratory of Karl Jónsson and his 

patron, the principal authors of Sverris Saga, or the classic, ironic reserve of Snorri 

í and his assistants, For, despite divergences of taste, between these authors exist com 

J mon literary forms and interests, a cross-cultural style which relates them together. If . 

more positive historical relations are wanted for this authorial grouping, then one would 

say that the Latin and Norse biographical literature on the Viking kings mirrors the per~ 

vading interpenetration of Scandinavian history and Buropean culture in Normandy, Saxony, 

Denmark, Norway, and Iceland from the end of the Viking period (1066) through the High 

Middle Ages. Here the theme of "the-two cultures” has its unification, which I can only 

touch upon lightly in passing. 

| At first glance, Dudo's De Moríbus st Actis Primorum ‘ormannise Ducum'" yould seem 
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to be at the furthest removes from both the true history of the Viking raids on northern 

Europe and the Norse-Icelandic poetry and prose which celebrate the leaders of the expe~ 

ditions. His history of the founders of Normandy is so rhetoricized as to be factually 

negligible gua history, but in its literary form of a prosimetrum--a prose and verse med= 

ley of dialogues and speeches interjected here and there with. the author's versified a- 

postrophes to this or that Norman hero of his--it reads like a crude clerical imitation 

of a saga rather than a purely rhetorical exercise in the late antique genre of prosi- 

metra.“ certainly, the dialogue and declamation in this writing, the continual use of 
direct discourse, as if events were not to be related by the historian but recited by the 

historical actors, surpasses anything in the historiography of ancient Rome, Short sen~ 

6 tences of the dialogue may have the dramatic incisiveness of spoken lines in the old Ed- 

dic and Germanic poetry, “> but the longer declamatory speeches, the sermones of the he- 

roes, must be accounted for differently, by the native traditions of eloquence among the 

Normans. °7 These were a Scandinavian (Norse-Danish) cultural heritage which stood over a- 

gainst the Latin learning of the clergy, without being in conflict with it. They were 

handed down to the dukes of Normandy in palace schools which taught “Danish eloquence” 

either ag a gentlemanly accomplishment or as a verbal weapon of deceit for contending 

with future Scandinavian rivals in Nornandy.”? 
Not content in his adherence to these traditions that “Danish eloquence" should tes- 

tify through his history to the conquest and settlement of Normandy, Dudo has turned that 

history with his overblown style into a prolix testimonial ‘to the charms and wiles of such 

eloquence.In conjunction with the better-known rapacity and cruelty of the Normans, it al- 

se signalizes their trickiness and skill in negotiations and parleys, as shown by the 

treacherous cunning of Hasting at Luna, an Italian town vhich he mistook for Rome, and 

where he and his men murdered the bishop and the priests by a ruse during a funeral mass 

for his 2011 2 As I have said, the facts of Norman history are doubtless blurred and fal~ 

sified in most of the speeches which Dude's heroes declaim, but once in a while we hear 

an authentic note of the voice of the past, as in this dialogue, which the author, signi- 

ficantly, dated (to #16), between the newer hosts of Vikings under Rollo (ON Hrólfr) 

É and the old pirate chieftain Hasting, whom Charles the Simple enlisted at last in his ser 

7 vice against his former compatriots. Perhaps he had grown a little rusty in the dönsk 

tunga; he was accompanied by two officers “versed in the Danish language," who spoke with 

the invaders first. 

Qui venientes super ripam fluminis, steterunt dicentes: “Regiae potestatis comites 
mandant vobis, ut diestís qui estis, et unde estis, at quid quaeritis.” Ipsi vero 

responderunt: "Dani sumus, Dacia advecti huc, Franciam expugnare venimus," Illi au- 

tem: "Quo nomine vester senior fumgitur?" Responderunt: "Nullo, quia aequalis potes— 

tatis sums.” Tunc Alstingus seire volens quid de se dicerent, dixit: "Cuius fama 

huc advecti advenistis? Si unquam de quodam Alstingo vestrae patriae nato, hue cum 
plurimo milite adnavigato aliquid audistis?" Responderunt: "4udivimus, Ille enim 
bono omine auspicatus est, bonoque initio cepit; sed malum finem exitumque sortitus 

| } 
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est," 26 

A conversation with a dying fall that might have graced the scanty chapter in Heims- 

kringla on Göngu-Hrólfr (cf. Harnlds Saga ins Hérfagra, ch. xxi7)—that Hrólfr who vas 

the unnamed leader (Rollo) of the Danes above, whichever his precise homeland, Denmark 

or Norway. History, as so often in the sagas, has been generalized in the latin passage, 

especially in the succinct answer of the Danes, "Nullo, quia aequelis potestatis sums," 

so that tha words of the speakers need not have been quoted verbatim in order to be true; 

which is to say that history nas become literature in the Aristotelian sense and "telis 

not of things that happened, but of the sort of things that might happen," 27 Dudo, who 

f can compose in passages 1lice the sagamen or she sarly medieval Germanic poets, ís aot, 

bs after all, beyond the pale of Norse-Icelandic literature and culture. 

The dramatized prosimetrum of his De Moribus at Actis was artistically perfected by 

Saxo Grammaticus in the Gesta Danorum, = of which the first nine books on the heroic 

legends and songs of the Seandinavian peoples were the most readily accommodated to the 

genre, either in its Latin form, or in the vernacular form of the fornaldarsaga nordur~ 

landa, in which numerous stories of Saxo's 29 were cast before and after him, As one of 

the most gifted Latinists of the High Middle Ages, Saxo was equally equipped to render 

the West Norwegian and Icelandic materials of hia Scandinavian sources into very clessi- 

cal Latin, or conversely, te shape the classical language to the literary consistency of 

these materials, however seemingly intractable. He is much more sparing of declamatory 

speeches than Duds, prunes them of the pious effusions and needless repetitions of ec» 

Clesiastical and monastic rhetoric, and balances their sentence structure antithetically 

in the classical manner, 

A good ezample of the speech-writing of Saxo, but too long to quote entire, is the 

appeal of Hamlet to the Jutish nobility, asking to be acknowledged as their rightful 

king after he has rid the kingdom of the usurper and murderer of his father, Fengo. 30 

But good as it is, the pathos of the appeal, and the tears with which it is heard by 

the Jutes, are in the noble Roman vein, and not the saga style at all, How an unsenti- 

mental clerical sagaman and his royal patron contemplated such emotionality may be in- 

£; |) ferred from a passage in the satirical funeral address which Karl Jónsson authoritatively 

attributed to King Sverrir at the grave of one of his enemies, Jarl Erling, whom ae had 

killed; 

"Se ec þaN nu margan her hryGan standa ifir þesum grepti, er fulleatr myndi vera ef 

sva staeði yfir minum grepti, bo at hann voeri ecki vandliga buinn. En þat mal syniz 
mer scamsynlict oc eigi godgiarnlict eptir því sem iafnan nefir fyrir yþr birt verit 

til hvers ver hvarir aettím at hyGia það tíma ar ver laetím lifit ned slicum atebur= 

Sum, Syniz mer sem os hvarom-tveGiom maetti mikill fagnaðr a vera er sva hefir til 
seipt um lif manna sem sialfr guð vildi, Msettim ver lifa til noccors batnaþar oc 

með minna otta en her til, af því at nu munum ver eigi ba hraedaz er'nn stondum ver 
yfir greptinum," 31 

Hamlet was in the same mouentery predicament as King Sverrir, discoursing of 27 ovponent's 

| 
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death amidat potential friends and enemies, but his appeal to the audience is wholly e- 

motional and rhetorical, as at the opening of his speech: 

"Non vos noveat, proceres,praesens calamitatis facies, si quos miserabilis Horwen- 
a4114 [Hamlet's father] exitus mavet; non vos, inquam, moveat, quibus in regem fides, 
in parentem pietas servata est. Parricidas, non regis, intuemini fums, luctuosior 
siquidem illa facies erat, cum ipsi regem vestrum ab iniguissimo parricida, ne dicam 
fratre, flebiliter iugulatum vidistis..." 32 

The joking sarcasm af Sverrir and the solemn pleading of Hamlet are in tvo disparate stylis~ 

Ho registers.Sverrir's sarcasm would be nore in bey with Dude's "Danish eloquence.” 

Tt is in the poetic parts of the prosimetrum genre that Saxo is at his best and at 

the same time nearest to the Norse literature in his sources, The heroic and satiric 

poetry of the north hag not only been successfully reproduced in his classical meters 

f' with great virtuosity, > bat also deftly simulated in the prose stichomythia of the dia= 

“ logue in the Gesta, e.g, between King Fróði and his Norwegian housecarl, Eirikr inn nál- 
spaki (bk. Y, iii, 10-12 and 14). In this context Nitschke's supposition that the dramat= 

ic utterances of Germanic poetry gave the historical actors of Dudo their cues to speak 

the way they do 34 is even more apropos of the fancy talk of the legendary personages of 

Saxo. Compare with respect to his point the conversation, quoted above (p. 4f.), betyeen 

Rolio's Danes and Hasting and his men with the following repartee of Fróði and Eirikr; 

Deinde Protho Ericum alloqui sic orsus est: "Tu, qui verborum fastu ac phalerstas vo- 
eis ostentatione lascivis, unde huc te aut cur adventasse commemoras?" Ad haee Eric= 
us: "A Rennesg prodii sedemque apud lapidem cepi," Contra Frotho: "Que deinde con= . 
cesseris, rego." Cui Ericus: "Deverti a lapide trabe veotus identidemque apud lapid— 
em locum cepi.” Ad hasc Frotho: "Quorsum inde cursum direxeris aut ubi te vesper ex- 
ceperit, quaeso." Tum Ericus: "Profectus a petra ad saxum perveni itemque apud lapid= 
em cubui,” Cui Frotho: "Creber illic cautium numerus erat." ad haec Ericus: "Crebrior 

7 arena patenter conspicitur." Contra Frotho: "Quid tibi negotii fuerit, aut quorsum 
illine declinaveris, refer." Bic, 35 

Their witty question-and-ansver game reduces to absurdity Frodi's inquiry into Eirikr!s 

comings and goings, until at length Fróði exclaims helplesaly that his mind has been be- 

fuddled "by too much cireumlocution." 36 Then Eirikr, relenting, lets on that he has been 

talking about a man-slaying of his, 

Whether they vere performed in jest or in earnest, these contests of wit and scorn at 

Á table or before battle, which were already highly stylized in Eddie poetry, continued to 

f 3 be cultivated in prose, rherever Viking culture had taken root, in northern Europe and 

the weste:m Atlantic íslands, 7 They entered into Saro's version of the Hamlet story,“ 

and they vet a scene in the kings’ saga of the sons of Magnús berfoettr (Magnússona 
Sega, ch. xxi), Eysteinn and Sígurör, who all but fall ont with each other in a boaat= 

ing match of their accomplishments, Of this scene more anon, towards the end of this 

paper (ser below pe 10 f.). 

The Latin and Old Norse texts which I have been quoting or citing so far exemplify 

in the rain indirect characterization of unchanging character types (Hamlet's excepted) 

Í
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by neans of direct diacoupse.>? Typically, the characters of people in medieval history 

and literature do not change in the vier of their spokesmen--unless an outer misfortune 

or sone inner conversion factor has profoundly agitated them, as in the special cases of 

Hamlet, who has the double character of the kolb{tr, which can change (from fool to hero), 

and of the sardonic Grettir, whose latter days are darkened under the curse of Glánr. But, 

if I'm not mistaken, catastrophic character changes are unattested in the kings! sagas, 

even after conversions to Christianity. If so, the characterization of the Norwegian 

kings up to the Heimskringla and in it was in line with the fixed~character typologies 

of mch medieval Christian and ancient Roman biography 40 an assumption which does no 

if injustice to she liveliness of detail in the finished portraiture of Snorri, surely none 

the less lively for being framed by fixed conceptions of character. At any rate, we mow 

that the Icelandic biographers of “he kings, like the sagamen generally, preferred ine 

direct characterisation to the direct, done with the explicit comments and descriptions 

of she author, in indirect discourse. #1 In accordance with this preference, modern saga 

renders aay be persuaded of the superiority of indirect characterization, but I do not 

think we have to take sides in this matter, and choose, say, between the artistic prine 

ciples of Snórri and those of Adam of Bremen, whose characterization is direct. 

Adam is perhaps the best medieval latin writer to compare with Snorri and his cleri- 

cal compatriots. Unlike Dudo and Saro, he was a thoroughly prosaic amnalist, a sober and 

painstaking topographer end geographer of the northlands, though he idealizes life out 

in Teeland, “2 and withal an acutely sensitive student of human character in its variable 

as well as its settled disposition. 43 The poetic imaginations and rhetorical reactions 

ef Dude and Saxo were not particularly sensitive to character when face to face vith it. 

Adam's prosaic outlook on the world and his psychological insight into the characters of 

its rulers resemble, rather, the diverse talents of an Ari Porgileson and his Icelandic 

successors in the art of history-writing, who indeed probably owed something to Adam in 

their historiography through the anonymous Historia Norwegize (see above, p- 3). But 

what is unique in this medieval Latin historian’s position ia that be was compelled to 

fj o witness at first hand--end therefore dealt with directly in the Gesta Sammaburgensig Ec~ 

21esias Pontificum, vk. III—the disintegration of character in his archbishop, Adalbert 

of Hamburg, during the civil strife of the Salian emperors with the 3iliungsr dukes lor 

control of Sazouy, These political corces thrust Adalbert, as the foremost king's man, 

into ever greater prominence, corrupted aim vith missionary dreams of a Seandinsvian~ 

Slavonic patriarchate stretching from Iceland to lands beyond the Elbe, and finally 

@rushed him in an iron grip when the dukes got the upper hand of the emperors in the 

regency af Henry IY. Adam's urgent search, out of his intimate acquaintance with the 

man, for the express causes of his deterioration is quite as impressive as Snerri's de= 

Liberate refraining from pronouncing judgements on the Jorwegiean wings. “4 In exploring 

the archbishop's motives Adam judges him variously and even contradictorily,*” but uo
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derstandably sc. since aside from the classical gxemplum of Sallust's Catiline he had no 

other precedent of character deterioration to guide him than the erratic behavior of the 

arehbishop himself . This, I submit, was an unusual task in character analysis 46 which 

yas never laid on Snorrl. 

There ig one classical technique of characterization, nevertheless, in Adam's history 

of the Hamburger bishops—namely, woyKp igts, or the comparative characterization of two 

persons" which vas passed on to the Middle Ages ty Sallust in his biographies of Cati- 

line and Jagurha, and thereafter employed as often by the vernacular authors of kings! 

sagas aa by the royal biographers and monastic hagiographers writing in aedieval latin, 

Adam, the conciuder of Sverris Saga, the author of Seri, and Snorri have each occasion- 

ally characterized or described their protagonists by the same comparative technique of 

ayncrisis, whether ‘he characters of thosewere fized or changeable. Let us proceed with 

Adam first to his "syneretic" characterization of Adalbert and Anno of Köln, the antag- 

§ onistic counsellors of the boy king, Henry IY, and *consuls" of the German empire, as 

Adam styles them, in Henry I¥'s regency. 

The clerical satire in their double portrayal makes itself felt immediately. Anno, 

on tha one hand, vas so avaricious for the saka of the material splender ef his church 

in Köln that he waa constantly "nibbling away" at the imperial exchequer to enrich it 

with more ornumentation, Moreover, he advanced many of his friends and relatives to posts 

af honor and dignity in the German ehmreh, Still, Adam concedes ironically, he has the 

reputation of having accomplished great things, human and divine, by his nepotism. “Our 

metropolitan,” Adalbert, on the other hand, was beset by the sin ef worldly vanity or 

senodoria and far too proud to let any of his dependents rise to his level in the church 

lest they should have to receive their favors then from the king or his ministers, who, 

as he vas wont to reassure them, would have bestowed ao less, no more on them than he 

could. His entourage svarmed with the social inferiors he welcomed—literati, mimes, 

flatterers, and hangers-on—and every penny of his largesse vent to maintaining then. 

‘Thus he purchased his fame, and his pad disposition worsened daily by contact with the 

10vest. 7 From this synerisis Adalbert comes off unfavorebly even less well than Anno, 

although Anne wes the implacable foe of the Hamburg see. 

Minus the artful satire, á someshat similar double characterization of father and 

son—Sigurér mennr and Svarrir—brings to a close the Sverris Saga (ch. clxxrt). Had 

q Karl Jónsson or his royal patron had a hand in the writing of this portion of the saga, 

the ayncrisis might have been more vivid; as itis, it seems a tame piece of descriptive 

characterization by some lesser talent beside the clever speeches in the first half of 

the saga.” According as father and son were like or unlike each other, the stylization 

of the Piece ia mechanically either anaphoric or antithetical: 

„..Sigurdr konungr ok Suerrir voro vlicfr í skapshofnum, því at Sigurdr var lett- 

lantur ok aakaflyndr enn Suerrir var stadfastr ok stilltr vel, Sigurdr aud-EIyGr
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ok tailydinn {stalhlýðinn|, Sverrir varudigr ok vinevandr, Sigurdr huerfrasdr ok 

mislyndr, Sverrir fast-vdigr ok iafn-lyndr, Sigurdr odleatr ok opin-epiallr, Sverrir 

fast-odr ok faalyndréce, enn bo voro þeir i a likir: bag reg ne ok 

storlyndir, muarfuedh, hlriprnds ok hegir við enn atridir vid wvini, huextegk 

aast=saell vid 3. hird ok fylgd, pviat baadir yoro prautgodir ok yoro þeir mes-- 

tir vÍnir buorratueGio er kunnasstir voro þeira hasfum. 71 

One may call this writing Kunstprosa of a kind, if you will, tut just as an imitation of 

Latin rhetoric it is nonetheless avkvard, and ros counter to the style of the reat of 

the saga. The father-son relationship itself, hovever, may have been of Sverrir's invention. 

As might be expected, the syncrises of Snorri have been voren vithout a seem into the 

texture of his style end languag2, and thereby integrated with the totaJ, construction of 

the kings' sagas in Heimskringla. In other words, another. foreign technique of direct 

§j characterization, together with the Ekovigaós studied by Iönaroth, = has ¢oms in Sno 

rits work to supplement modestly the indirect characterization by speeches and dialogue 

shich was native to both saga prose and Radig Ba Portunately, it happena that Snor- 

Ti has also given us the character of Sverrir’s/fathor in a joint characterization of 

three sons of Haraldr gilli, of which Sigurir munnr wes the oldest, a- bastard and a begetter 

of such. He is paired "syncreticaily" with Bysteinn for description and charasterizetion: 

Sigurör konungr gerðisk ofntopamaðr mikill ok óeirinn um alla hluti, þegar er hann 

Ér upp, ok svá þair Eysteinn báðir, ok var þat nökkuru nasrr sanni, er Eysteinn var, 

en hann var allra fégjarnasir ok sinkassr. Sigurðr konungr gerédak maðr mikill ok 

sterkr, vaskligr meðr sýnum, jarpr á hár, mmnljótr ok vel at öðrum andlitsaköpun. 

Allza manna far hann snjallastr ok görvastr Í máli... 

The "snilld Sigurdar*—his eloquence—is praised with a strophe of Binarr Skúlason's be- 

fore the thumbnail sketch of Eysteinn in the next chapter: 

Eysteinn konungr var svartr maðr ok dákklitaðr, heldr hár meðalmaör, vitr maðr ok 
skynsanr, en þat árð nest rikd undan honum, er hann var sínar ok fégjarn. 53 

What an improvement of style and psychology in these passages over the other in the clo- 

sing chapter of Sverris Saga! There the "iconistic" physical description of Sverrir (the 

tllcov TAGS ) is separated from the above-quoted "gyneretic," moralizing characterization 

of him and his father (the hYxptets) ** vhereas in these passagea, based on a briefer 

| double characterization of Hareldr's sons in farin," the moral and the physical in hu- 

d man character and personal appearance are blended and nicely shaded so as to bring out 

the individuality of the contrasting characteristics of the two kings. Thero is mere lit- 

erary verisimilitude, if not an increase of historical veracity, in the synerisis of Snor- 

21. Instead of the moralistic end physically colorless aniltheses and anaphora io the 

Sverris Saga syacrisis, we have in Ástin and to a greater extent in Harsldssona Saga of 

Heimskringla a piquant juxtaposition of qualities moral and physical, not merely betreen 

the two kings being characterized, but individusily within the personalities of each of 

them in themselves. Thus Sígurör uunnr has an ugly mouth, bat an eloquent one, while By 

steinn, though nore sensible than his brother, is ungovernably rapacious. lifes, one
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would willingly believe, creates such ironic inconsistencies--vhich is not to assert, of 

course, that they necessarily acquire any historical valuo on that account. 

Tf we go back yet one more generation, to the father of Sigurðr munur, Haraldr gilli, 

the Irish interloper and bastard son of Magnús barfoettr whose career foreshadored Sver- 

rirts,?7 we may read of his power struggle with his nephew, Nagnús (blindi) Sigurðarson, 

in a concise “ayneretic" kings! saga, Magnúss Saga Blinda ok Haralds Gilla, which begins 

with a classic syncrisis: 

Magnús var hverjum manni fríðari, er þá var Í Néregi. Hann var maðr skapstórr ok grim 
ur, atgýrvinaðr var hann mikill, en vinsaeld föður hans heimti hann mest tl alþýðu 
Yináttu. Hann var drykkjamadr mikill, fégjarn, óþýðr ok édaell. Haraldr gilli var 

( maðr léttlátr, katr, leikinn, lÍtillátr, orr, svá at hann sparði eki við vini sína, 
ráðþaegr, svá at hann lét aðra ráða nod sér öllu því, er vildu. Slíkt allt dró honum 
#3 nn ok orðlofa. Þýddusk þá hann margir rficiemenn engum mun síðr en Mag~ 

This introductory passage, which is not without irony too, is prognant with the dreadful, 

tragedy of Magnús, whe vas so rash as to vage civil war against Haraldr, and, refusing 

all sound advice during the campaign, sventually trapped himself in Jergen, where he was 

captured, deposed, and horridly mutilated by Haraldr's sleves, who reft him of his good 

looks, Their cruelty was licensed by the engaging Irishman, on the advice of his captains 

and counsellors, to which he vas almays scrupulously ettantive, being a foreimer. 

Is this gruesome biography at all Plutarchían in form? No, it vould be misleading to 

suggest that she "syncretic” kings’ saga of Hagmís blindi and Haraldr gilli assumes in 

the narration of their story the form of a Plutarchian parallel vita, vhich was not a 

productive literary genre in the Middle Ages.°? Medieval syucrisis is at most an extended 

figure of speach, að in Sallust's biographies, and not itself a subspecies of biography. 

In the kings! sagas it was not usually employed schematically, for moralizing generali- 

gations, as in Sverris Saga, að fin,, but more informally and circumstantially, to par- 

ticularize rivairous Kings’ sens, at their emerganes into Seandinavian history. I have re- 

tracea the/gencalogy of Sverrir (ioove an the linkage aay soon) to the saga of the Irish Ham 
aldr gill 4 and the lnckless Magmis blindi in the Heimskringja, intending nothing else 

( than to indicate hor a Graeco-Latin stylism ras gradually absorbed into the artistic con- 

struction of the kings’ sages. 

Latinate "syncretic™ characterization and "iconistic" description of persons had to 
compete in Icelandic biography and historiography with preferred native techniques of in- 

direct characterization, of which the dramatic dialogue was the most important, In this 
Connection I would cite again (cf, above, p. 6) the boastful dialogue between the two le~ 
gitimate sons of Magnús berfoettr, Eysteinn and Sigurðr (father of Magnús blindi), who 
characterize jó by matching up their abilities and accomplishments, according to 

"ale-custom," "which permita the more famous Sigurér to parade himself before the com 

pany as the "Jerusalem-traveller” who had gone a-viking against the Saracens in the Holy 

Land, while hia brother ingloriously stayed home, Their exchange of words across the table
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is the exact equivalent of a direct double characterization from the author. However, in 

the writing of history, be it the biographical history of the medieval Norwegian kings, 

it could not be altogether convenient, as the bad Latin example of Dudo demonstrated (ef. 

above, De 4), to have “the historical actors conversing, or speaking in public always, if 

events and actions were waiting to be narrated. The dialogue, the public speech, and the 

gnemic saying or apothegm which constituted the core of a scene in the fictional family 

segas®? asked to be supplemented in turn with more direct characterization and narration 

in the historical kings! sagas, Thus an opportunity was afforded the clerical writers of 

Old Worse for adapting foreign, classical techniques of descriptive characterization to 

the practical demands of writing history in "den laerde stil," 

@ In this paver ay emphasis has been mostly on what the vernacular might have borrowed, 

and assimilated, from medieval Latin in the elaboration of "den laerde stil,” tut I 

should likewise stress in conclusion that "den folkelige stil” of Old Norse prose and 

poetry lent itself as invitingly to imitation in the Latin historiography of northern 

Burope—e.g., in the dialogued history of Dudo, the poems and riddles of Saxo. That is 

why one aay speak of a mutual interpenetration of "the two cultures,” of a confluence of 

styles, Latinate Suropean and Norse-Icelandic. The pioneer Norwegian student of Old Norse 

syntax, Marius Nygaard, was saying this figuratively in 1896 when he wrote, 

Naar en ely-har flere tiligb, haender det, at vandmasserne fra de forskjellige’ 
dalstrég i lange straekninger flyder jevnsides, tydelig skilte i farve, uden syn- 

derlig at blandes sammen. Den norrgne literatur ligner en saaden elv, Den har to 

kilder [i.g., det kirkelige og literaere liv...; folkets eget aandelige liv]..., 
Cg de to strýmma Igber saagodtsom fra den skrevne literaturs begyndelse, og til 
den udtorres og foravinder, vad siden af hinanden vistnok ikke uden gjensidig paa- 

virkning, men dog hver med sins karakteristike eiendommeligheder. 62 

In its figurative way his simile expresses better than the linguistic terminology of cum 

rent philology the cultural mingling of the Latin and Scandinavian languages and litera- 

tures at the High Middle ages. 

| 

|
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40. I would concur with lönnroth's statement of research on the Ólaf. sagas, Europesn 

Sources (as in fn. 1, above), that "almost everything in the sagas [of Óláfr Tryggva- 

son] can be traced back to latin biography, which takes its subject matter almost en~ 

tirely from eritten literature, especially foreign literature about holy and power 

ful kings," p.17. 

41. The "iconistic" descriptions of persons, which are fairly frequent in the kings’ 

sagas, found their vay into the stylistic practice of Snorri and his fellor vriters 

from abroad; of. the latin source materials in Lennroth's article, "Det lítterára 

portráttet" (cited above, fn. 6), p. 88 ff. 

42. Gests Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum IV, 36, in B. Schmeldler's edition, reprint= 

ed with translation and notea by W. Trillmich in Ausgewahlte Quellen sur deutschen Ge- 

achichte des Mittelalters, general ed. R. Buchner, XI (Damstadt, 1968), pp. 484-8- 

43. See on him and his characterization, Kirn, Das Bild der Menschen, pp. 64, 76 f., 119 

25, and G. Misch, Geschichte der Autcbiogravhie IIT, ii, 1 (Frankfurt a. He, 1959), 

Pp. 168-214, pages somewhat marred by this great scholar's impression of a "mangelnde 

Einheit® of early medieval conceptions of character in Rather of Verona and Adam, po 

178 f. 

44. A representative reflection of Adems: "Cuius morbi causas cum diligenter et diu per= 

serutarer, inveni sapientem virum (adalbert] ex illa, quam nimium dilexit, mundi glor- 

4a ‘perductum ad hane mollitiem animi' fef. Sallust, De Gon. Cat. LIT, 28, and Ter- 

ence, Eun., 1. 222], quod in prosperitate rerum tenporalíum elevatus in superbiam ad 

lauden comparandam ignorabat modum, in adversitate autem plus iusto contristatus 'ira- 

eundiae aut merori frens laxabat' {Lucan, Phar, VII, 1. 124 f.]," Gest. Ham. Bog. 

Pont, III, 37, p. 374. By contrast, in his introduction to the revised Laing trans- 

lation of Heimskringla (London, 1961), p. xxiv, Peter Foote would single out chapter 

dv of Jarl Hakon's story (sch. iz of Haralds Saga Gráfeldar) as an “extreme ezample" 

of Snorri's artistle self-restraint: "only at the end does one suspect that the quar- 

rel between the two brothers [Haraldr gréfeldr and CuirgSr Eiriksson) vas fabricated 

in order to allay the suspicions of their victims (Tryggvi Óláfsson and Guðrgör Bjarn- 

arsonj." But thig example is merely "extreme" because it leaves us guessing. 

45. See Misch's criticiams in the above-cited volume (fn. 43) of his history of autoblo- 

graphy, pp. 193 ff., 20910. 

46. Kirn, Das Bild der Menschen, pe 77: “...in der Tat ist eg im Mittelalter eine ein~ 
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amalige Leistung geblieben, wie sie von keinen gveiten Menschen ja ahnlich versucht 

vorden ist.* 

47. On which see Kirn's chapter iii in Das Bild der Menschen ("Die vargleichende Doprel= 

ebarakteristik"), with reference to Gest. Ham Ece. Pont. TI, 35-6. 

48. Cf. the Caesar/Cato synerisis in De Con. Cat. LITI~LIV, and the novus homo/nebili ty 

„synerisis of Marius in Bell. Jug. LIXKV, both texts edited by A. Brnout (Paris, 1947), 

pp 114-126 and 227-251, respectively. Saliust, whom B. Valter underestinstes, 9p. 

eit. (fn. .12), p. 208, vas a canonical auctor in medieval Iceland as elsewhere, in 

Burope—so Lehmann, "Skandinaviens antet1" (as in fn. 17), pp» 12, 40, and Paasche, 

Stber Rom? (as ip fn. 3), ppe 126 ff., 132. -Bis influence en the vork of Snorri has 

Þesn needlessly questioned by Ursula Dronke in the Cambridge colloquium, Classics In-~ 

fluences on Zurppesn Culture, A.D- 500 - 1500, ed. RR. Solgar (Cambridge, 1971), p-l47- 

49. See Gesta IIT, 35-6, pp. 370-772, and cf. on Aðalbert's lova of "mundi gloria" and 

his cenodozia, ÞP- 528-330, and 374 {the passage quoted above in fm. 44). Misch prow 

tends to discover "surprising“ contradictions between these blocks of characteriza= 

tion, Gesch. der Autobjog. (as in fn~ 43), po 193 fe; S.K, in Gesta IIT, 1, Adal- 

pert's character was good in the beginning, bad in the end, mt in ch, 36 of the 

same dock it was bad from the start, vorse in the end. The contredictions are more 

apparent than real, and hardiy *surprising” anyway, if one allovs for the magnitude 

of Adam's biographical task. In his reading of the Anno/Adalbert synerisis, Misch has 

evidently uot felt Adam's satire. oe 

50. Cf. Sverrix's funeral speech, ch. midi, quoted im part above, Pe 5, or the pudlic 

address of Svíns-Pétr to the townspeople of Bergen, eh. xevi. Ionnroth takes "the 

Piece in ch. elxert to be an interpolation of the copyist, Styrair Kársson, "Det lit= 

terra portréttet“ (as in fn. 6), pe 73 fe : oe 

51. Sverris Sega, ed. Indrebg, pp. 194-195, with the anaphoric pattern italicized. In Sepb- 

ton's translation, pp. 232-233: "King Sigurd and Sverri... were unlike in disposition. 

Sigurd vas light-hearted and impetuous, but Sverri vas steadfast end calm. Sigurd ‘was 

eredwlows and easily avaysd, Sverri wary and cautious in the choice of friends. Sigurd 

yas inconstant and variable in temper, Sverri. staunch and even-tempered. Sigurd was 

headstrong and outspoken, Sverri tre to his word and reserved...- Tet in many ways 

thoy resembled each other. Both were ambitious and magnanimous; both vere courteous, 

obliging tozards friends, but hard tovards foes; both were popular with their Guards- 

man and followers, for both were hopeful under misfortune, and their best friends were 

1tbese who sere most intimate with their ways.” 

52. Reference is to the article cited in fn, 6, above. 

530 f 'slenzk Fornzit XAVIIE, ed. B. Aðalbjarnarson (Reykjavík, 1951), Hareldssona Sage, 

eta, ii, Po 330-331. Revised Laing translation (cited in fa, 44 above), with 

n few more corrections of mine, De 361 £.: "When Bing Sigurd grew up ha was a very
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ungovernable, restless man in every way; and so was King Eystein, but Eystein vas 

the more reasonable of the two, though he vas the nost covetcus and avaricious of 

all, King Sigurd vas a stout and strong man, of a valiant appearance; he had red= 

dish-brovn hair, an ugly mouth; but otherwise a weli-shaped countenance. He vas 

well spoken in his conversation beyond any man, and vas expert in all eloquence.... 

King Eystein ves dark and dingy in complexion, of middle height, and a prudent able 

men; but vhat most deprived him of popularity in the kingdom was his covetousness 

and avarice." 

54. Another reason perhaps for regarding the ayncrigis as an interpolations cf. the ref= 

erence to Lonnroth's article in fn. 50, above. 

55. See in F. Jónsson's edition (as in fn. 8), ps 55, which lönnroth quotes, log. cit. 

(fu. 50); he, however, has not identified the syncrisis in either Ísrip or Sverris L 

Sage, and he has also overlocked the Heimskringia passages. : . 

56. Cf, above the references to Aristotle and Steblin-Kamenskij in fn. 27. t 

57. See the unaltered historical resuaé of the Nervegian royal succession in de Vries, | 

Almond, Litgesch. (Berlin, 1942), II, p. 4 f. Cf. the longer, more critical expor6 Í 
of GN. Gathome-Hardy's in A Royal Impostor: King Sverre of Nornay (London/ Oslo, 19= | 

56), pp. 1-74. He disallows, p. 80 ff., Sverrir's descent from Sigurðr munnr, 

58, Ís. Forn. XXVIII, p. 278. Revised Laing translatioa, p. 320: "Nagmus was the hand“ | 
somest man then in Norway; of e passionate temper, and cruel, but diatinguished in í 

bedily arercises. The favor of the people he owed most to the respect for his father. 

He was a great drinker, greedy of money, hard, obstinate, Harald Gille, on the other 

hand, vas very pleasing in intercourse, gay, ærthful, modest, and so generous that 

that be spared in nothing for the sake of his friends, He willingly listened to geod 
advices, so that he let all who would consult with him and give counsel. With ali this 

he obtained favour and a good repute, and many mon attached theuselves as much to him 
as to King Magnus.” 

59. Sec again Kirn, Das Bild des Menschen der Menschen, p. 72. 

7 - 60. "SÉ ölsiðr hefir opt verit, at menn taka sér jafnaðarnenn," Sigurðr tells Bysteinn. 

@ *Y11 ek hér svá vera lita," Magnússona Saga, ch. zri, in fg. Forn. XAVITI, pe 259. 

61. See C. J. Clover, "Scene in Sage Composition,” Arkiv for nordisk fllologi LIKAIX 

(1974), pp. 57-83, and I. Netter, Die direkte Rede in den Sagas (Leipsig, 1935), pas~ 

sin. = 

62. “Den laerde stil í den norrýne prosa" (as in fn. 4, above), p. 153. Translation: 
"When a river has several tributaries it will happen that the volume of waters from 

the different dale regions will flow side by side for long stretches, clearly divid- 

ed in tone without markedly blending together. Norse literature is like such a river. 

Tt has tro sources [1.e,, Literary-clerical life and the people's own inner life]....


